I. Property

   Alternative B
   Settlement – Tom’s separate property largely wiped out. All is joint
      The major part of the settlement is still Tom’s
      Portion due to Suzanne’s uncompensated efforts
      Tom has dissipated most of it; Suzanne gets some.
   Condo – clearly Tom’s before the marriage; Suzanne’s contributions.
   Pensions – some small portion of Suzanne’s is marital property
   Total to divide –

   Alternative A
   Can divide everything
   Tom’s need clearly greater; prospects worse and his contrib to settlement greater
   He gets kid

   II Support
      Both self-sufficient and Tom’s potential earning capacity high
      Tom does have custody and income would increase in long run

II. Involuntary
   Tom – his lawyer; agreement favored him; lack of knowledge about endo – irrelevant
   Suzanne – somewhat stronger case; but not at issue

   Unconscionable
   Disclosure – Is clause effective?

   Individual sections –

III.